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FOREWORD 
 
Since 15 August 2005, the Office for Justice and Peace (Sekretariat Keadilan dan 
Perdamaian or SKP) of the Diocese of Jayapura possesses two superiors: Diocese 
of Jayapura and the Custody of the Franciscan Herald of Peace in Papua 
(Fransiskan Papua). This development results in a consequence both from the vision 
and mission aspect and the aspect of office operation. From the vision and mission 
aspect, SKP integrates the spirituality of Justice, Peace, and Integrity of Creation that 
has its roots in the Franciscan spirituality as well as the Social Teaching of the 
Church. The three main pillars: justice, peace and integrity of creation have given 
direction and guidance for SKP in its steps and actions all along. 
 
This annual report is presented as accountability from the SKP Board of Executives 
from the period of 2005-2009 to its Board of Founders. This report presents the 
portrait of SKP’s performance in implementing the vision and mission into work 
programmes that were prepared in the early 2005 (see attachment). This report 
includes the activities of four divisions and their supporting activities namely finance 
and assets, capacity building, and networking. Based on SKP’s work meeting on 17-
21 December 2006, the main points of the report are summarised as follows: 
 

1. Division of Advocacy consists of investigation unit, emergency humanitarian 
aid, lobby, including the lobby team for Papua Land of Peace 

2. Division of Publication and Documentation, including printed and electronic 
documentation. 

3. Division of Peace Culture Development, encompassing the development of 
peace education, socialisation of the idea of Papua Land of Peace, and inter-
religious dialogues. 

4. Division of Ecology handles the field of environment preservation in the 
perspective of ecological justice  

5. Supporting activities including finance, personnel, welfare, and networking. 
6. Conclusion and recommendation. 

 
 
1. DIVISION OF ADVOCACY  
Advocacy programme is the backbone of the SKP’s existence. Therefore, this 
programme serves as the substance and determines the nuance of SKP's ministry all 
this time. It consists of four elements: advocacy, humanitarian aid, investigation, and 
lobby. In the beginning of the year, this division received additional facilities in the 
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form of a video so that advocacy can be strengthened by the use of audio visual 
equipment. 
 
1.1. Advocacy for Vegetable-Selling Women: March-November 2006 
This advocacy is aimed at raising the issue of discrimination against indigenous 
Papuan in their own land. Indigenous Papuan is being discriminated against in many 
aspects of life such as social, politics, economy and culture. This can be found in 
various government policies in such aspects, which are not in favor of the indigenous 
Papuan. A description can be seen clearly in economy aspect where indigenous 
Papuan is rendered helpless and at the bottom rung. 
 
The Papuan vegetable-selling women in Jayapura are an example of economic 
hardship. They are marginalised and have no decent place to develop their own 
economy in their own land. Government’s obligation to protect, promote and fulfill the 
basic rights of Papuan as its citizens is not accommodated in the policies of 
Jayapura city government. The provision of facilities such as market, business 
opportunity and economy empowerment is not a focus of attention of the Mayor at all. 
 
This advocacy is directly aimed at a change of policies in the level of city government 
to provide facilities such as a traditional market for those Papuan vegetable-selling 
women, to formulate a Regional Regulation on empowering people’s economy in the 
framework of fulfilling their rights to work and decent living. 
 
Various activities: 
A. Field research 
The purpose of this research is to find out the actual condition of Papuan vegetable-
selling women in Jayapura and to analyse Jayapura city government’s policies that 
are not in favor of these women. Research was conducted in Jayapura in February-
November 2006, involving the programme’s executors and assisted by 8 volunteers 
as researchers. 
 
The research took a relatively long time because of several factors such as 
volunteered researchers (KKRS and SSM groups), who are students, were also quite 
preoccupied with campus activities so that we had to replace them with new 
volunteers. The coordination and internal communication were hindered for a wile 
because the person in charge of the programme had to take up a course in human 
rights mechanisms and internship in Geneva for two and a half months, which was 
followed by a personal leave. The situation after the incident on 16 March 2006 also 
influenced the movement of our volunteers in carrying out their research in the field. 
However, the obstacles were soon overcome by the presence of one programme 
execution staff (Ibu Dominggas Nari) to continue the coordination. 
 
The result of the research was presented in a seminar/workshop on 25 November 
2006 in a commemoration of anti violence against women day (anti-violence day). In 
the event, SKP in cooperation with the Coalition of Papuan Women in Jayapura 
invited the Mayor, Papua Human Rights Commission (Komda Papua), LP3AP, 
journalists and the vegetable-sellers themselves in order to discuss the issue openly. 
This activity received support from many parties and was able to raise the issue of 
discrimination against these Papuan women to the level of public awareness. 
 
B.  Accompaniment 
The purpose of accompaniment is to organise and to enable the Papuan vegetable-
selling women to build their collective power in fighting for their rights.  
 
The activity started in May 2006 and still continues until now by involving the Parish 
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Priest of Cathedral Jayapura, programme executors and volunteers. The 
accompaniment was originally held only on Sunday every month at Cathedral Parish 
Centre. Subsequent meetings were becoming more frequent every 2 weeks at APO 
Parish Centre. In the meetings, the women were encouraged to understand 
government’s regulations related to public facilities such as market and street 
vendors, and Mayor's Decree on the market eviction. 
 
This accompaniment cannot be called entirely a success because it has not been 
conducted for a long time and it will continue in the future. However, solidarity among 
the vegetable-selling women can already be seen even though they come from 
different races, religions, residence, or work at different places. They have also 
started to understand the issue in a wider scope. Another success is in encouraging 
the Board of Parishes (its social unit) at the Cathedral to become active again in 
paying attention to some of those women who are also congregation of this parish. 
 
One of the obstacles is the limitation in number of staff for accompaniment as well as 
in the accompaniment method itself. This obstacle has been evaluated in our work 
meeting and was included in our action plan 2007 as a follow up programme. 
 
C. Video Advocacy  
The making of a video about the vegetable-selling women is aimed at raising the 
issue of discrimination against Papuan in audio visual form. This video will be used 
as a tool to support overall advocacy work in order to reach the purpose of advocacy. 
This advocacy video was made by SKP in cooperation with WITNESS, an 
international agency working in the field of video advocacy. In this cooperation, 
WITNESS supported SKP by accompaniment during the video making process and 
providing facilities in the form of 2 video cameras, a miniDV player and its various 
accessories. The programme was conducted by 1 programme execution staff (Rosa 
Moiwend) assisted by 3 volunteers. 
 
The technical work of this video consists of several stages: pre-production, 
production and post-production, almost all of which were done in Jayapura. The 
editing and disc production, which are part of post-production, will be done in 
Jogyakarta with SKP’s partner, “Tandabaca”.  The video making process took a long 
time and was originally hampered due to the limited number of executing staff, 
whereas the work itself should have been done by a working team, especially the 
technical activities. It was also because the programme execution staff of this video 
programme had to double as executors in several other programmes. On the other 
hand, the situation after the 16 March incident required a lot of SKP’s attention. 
Nevertheless, the problems were overcome by recruiting 3 volunteers who then 
assisted in the whole process.  
 
WITNESS' technical assistance in the video making process went well with one 
follow up training in Jayapura. The training was very helpful in giving direction to the 
programme execution staff in implementing the programme. The training was actually 
designed for SKPs from all over Papua but because the timing was very close, other 
SKPs have carried out similar course and the training was therefore focused on SKP 
Jayapura and more on the video making process of the vegetable-selling women. All 
training and communication materials were in English whereas the programme staff’s 
ability in speaking English is still limited. Nonetheless, it can be said that the process 
went smoothly.  
 
The video will be released in three versions: local, national, and international. At the 
moment, the process being carried out is the post-production stage of preparation for 
editing, which has reached 70%. The whole process will finish early 2007. At the 
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moment a rough cut of the local version has been produced and premiered during 
the seminar/workshop on 25 November 2006. 
 
1.2. Advocacy on the Incident of 16 March 2006 in Abepura 
SKP’s involvement in this case started with monitoring the situation during the clash 
between demonstrators and the police and a monitoring on the situation after the 
clash, especially the sweeping operation carried out by Papuan police. The case 
then became the focus of SKP’s attention and absorbed most of the energy, time, 
and financial resources because we are under the opinion that the case has opened 
a door to silence the freedom of expression for Papuan and to stigmatize Papuan 
students as ’separatists’.  
 
At the early stage, SKP’s involvement was in the form of [1] national and 
international lobby during the incident, [2] accompaniment for the victims in prison 
and victims’ families, [3] together with JPIC GKI, Elsham and Abepura Victims 
Community, revealing the facts of violence committed by the police after the incident, 
[4] providing information for religious leaders in Papua. We are also involved in 
various meetings with religious leaders and NGOs to break the ice and the tension 
among the community. 
 
In the next stage, SKP, JPIC and PGGP (Persekutuan Gereja-gereja di Papua/ the 
Ecumenical Council of Churches in Papua) facilitated the wish of the victims’ and 
their families to obtain legal accompaniment professionally. As a follow up to legal 
accompaniment, a team called B 16 M Defence Team was formed, consisted of SKP 
Jayapura, JPIC of the Synod of the Evangelical Christian Church, PBHI Jakarta and 
Elsham Papua. The team then represented 7 out of 23 victims in the legal process 
that they had to undergo. Meanwhile, 16 other people were represented by another 
legal accompaniment team. The humanitarian accompaniment for those 23 victims is 
still carried out by B 16 M team.  
 
The work carried out for 8 months from March to October 2006 resulted in the 
publication of a report outlining the result of investigation on behalf of PGGP. With 
the report, PGGP then lobbied the Governor of Papua, Komnas HAM both in Papua 
and Jakarta, diplomatic missions in Jakarta, and PERADI (Indonesian lawyer 
association). The process was highly supported by the financial support from Caritas 
Australia, provided to assist with the smooth running of the legal accompaniment . 
 
The legal accompaniment cannot be said to have fully succeeded because of several 
very influential factors, one of which was the lawyers at ALDP, LBH Papua, and 
Kontras Papua who previously handled the 16 defendants disagreed with SKP’s 
choice to involve lawyers from PBHI Jakarta. This disagreement resulted in a conflict 
in the working relationship among these organisations. However, SKP’s choice was 
merely to defend the defendants’ legal rights and interests that were neglected 
during the accompaniment by the lawyers from Jayapura. This was proven from the 
lawyers’ silence regarding the suspicion over the torture suffered by the defendants 
while they were in the hands of the police and the lack of critical attitude towards the 
legal process that the defendants had to undergo. As a result, the defendants were 
sentenced severely although the evidence of their involvement in the 16 March case 
as charged had not been strongly proven in the court process. 
 
As explained above, the programme was very demanding and absorbed a lot of 
resources. As a result, SKP’s internal programmes planned for the beginning of the 
year finally had to start late, were postponed or even canceled. The impact of this will 
be found in the next sections of this report below. By this, we do not intend to excuse 
our shortcomings but instead we use it as the basis to understand why there were 
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lateness and shifts in the programmes and why such decisions were inevitable 
because the incident was something out of everyone’s control. 
 
Another problem was that both director and manager programme were abroad during 
the incident so that internal coordination was quite disturbed. In our evaluation, this is 
a note for us not to have both main leaders to be out at the same time for a long 
period of time. 
 
1.3. Investigation on Wembi Case: April 2006 
This investigation was carried out soon after the attack and murder of two soldiers in 
Wembi by OPM at the border. We went to the field together with the Priest of Keerom 
who faithfully stood by his congregation who was in fear because of the incident.  
 
Our presence was to give strength to the community, to monitor the army (TNI) 
assigned in the area, and to celebrate Easter service because STFT Fajar Timur 
students canceled their arrival. Communication was well established with TNI Yonif 
509 unit whose weapons were stolen so that there was no violence that could claim 
lives. The accompaniment was held for a relatively long time and was continued with 
a visit for Christmas service of 2006. 
 
1.4. Investigation in the border area at Oksibil: August 2006 
Investigation in the border area at Oksibil was one of the programmes held in 
cooperation with SKP Merauke. The programme is a continuation of last year’s and 
was intended to monitor the development of the situation in the borders of 
Pegunungan Bintang for the past 5 years. The result of investigation is expected to 
be able to give a portrait of humanitarian situation in the borders of Papua and Papua 
New Guinea. In particular, the visit to Oksibil was intended to monitor the general 
situation in Oksibil such as education, health, security and military presence. This 
visit to Oksibil was also to introduce an SKP intern (Timo Sefire ofm) to enter the 
dynamics of SKP work. 

 
The programme received a positive response from the pastoral team of Pegunungan 
Bintang. Positive response also came from the congregation there. There is no 
formal coordination with the pastoral team but it is expected in the future that a more 
formal working relationship can be established especially to respond to the needs of 
the congregation on grassroots level. 
 
1.5. Investigation on Health Care System in Jayawijaya District 
Investigation on health care system in Jayawijaya District is aimed at: 

1. Identifying the main factors influencing the health care system in Jayawijaya 
District. 

2. Analysing the co-relations between health care system, political situation and 
local bureaucracy as well as defence and security issues in Jayawijaya 
District. 

3. Proposing a change of health policies in Jayawijaya District. 
4. Serving as a material to launch a campaign on a change of policies in 

Jayawijaya District, Papua and National levels. 
 
This programme was held in cooperation with INSIST Jogyakarta by involving two of 
their affiliated NGOs: YPRI and Inninawa. The activity was carried out in three 
stages: training the researchers, field research and workshop. The first stage: 
training on investigation was held for 6 days (1-6 November 2006) at Bethesda 
Training Centre and was attended by 25 representatives from various church 
denominations in Jayawijaya (Catholic, Kingmi, GKI, Baptist, Gidi). The next stage 
was exploration and field research and was carried out for 2 weeks (7-25 November 
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2006) in 8 districts namely Wamena Kota, Kurulu, Asologaima, Assolokobal, 
Bolakme, Tiom, Kwiyawage, and Balingga districts. The exploration was also carried 
out at Wamena. The third stage was a seminar and workshop on the result of 
research for 3 days (11-13 December 2006) in Wamena to commemorate World’s 
Human Rights Day.  
 
This research resulted in a report uncovering that the health care system in 
Jayawijaya District was inadequate and it was predicted that an epidemic might 
continuously occur because of the weak monitoring system, the minimum funding for 
health care service, and the bad district administration. This report received a 
positive response from the Jayawijaya regional government and church leaders, and 
was followed up by the establishment of two working groups namely Kwiyawage and 
Kurulu groups. These groups will run a pilot project on the development of health 
care service independently in both districts.  
 
Although this programme was successful, there were problems during its 
implementation. Out of 25 training participants, only 6 of them joined in the 
researcher team. This was because the information did not clearly reach the 
churches and the participants. 
 
1.6. Humanitarian aid in Kwiyawage 
The programmes planned for this area are continuation of the previous years 
intended to restore community’s empowerment and independence in the aspects of 
food, health, and critical awareness. This year, together with Rev. Perinus Kogoya, 
we planned training for midwives but it could not be carried out because the weather 
and the airstrip condition made it impossible for us to come in at the end of the year. 
Furthermore, we had to shift this programme to the end of the year considering that 
we had to focus our work on Abepura case. As a result, we paid limited attention to 
this area by sending a chainsaw as a Christmas gift and to fulfill the promise we 
made last year. 
 
1.7. National and International Lobby 
 
1.7.1. National Lobby 
Lobby on the national level occurred in the form of several involvements such as B 
16 M team, PGGP and Forum of Religious Leaders (Forum Pemimpin Agama). In B 
16 M team, SKP was involved in the effort to reveal the facts in the police operation 
after 16 March 2006 incident in Abepura. The team provided complete report of the 
investigation and PGGP published and reported it to Papua Human Rights 
Commission (Komda HAM) on 29 September 2006 in Jayapura and to the 
Indonesian Human Rights Commission (Komnas HAM) on 5 October 2006 in 
Jakarta. Before this particular step, during and after the incident, SKP worked with 
religious leaders in Papua to negotiate and lobby both central and regional 
government officials in handling the incident. The intervention of these religious 
leaders was able to reduce the high tension that prevailed in Papua at that time. 
 
1.7.2. International Lobby 
In line with the reason behind the presence of Franciscans International, SKP was 
involved in UN’s lobby with the intention of ’spreading the words of Christ in the 
world’s centre of decision-making’. Therefore it is no wonder that international lobby 
has become an annual activity in the framework of SKP’s cooperation with FI and 
Inter-Religious network in Europe since 2002. This activity was supported by the 
preparation of a report to UN’s Human Rights Commission in January 2006. This 
programme was conducted in Geneva from January to March 2006. 
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This year’s international lobby is directed at diplomatic missions in UN by giving the 
latest information on Papua and the campaign of Papua Land of Peace, UN’s bodies 
especially in the field of Indigenous People and Minority Groups, ILO, UNHCR and 
Special Rapporteur on Torture. Another agenda is to mobilize inter-religious network 
in Europe. The activity was carried out by Br. Budi Hernawan, ofm and Ms. Frederika 
Korain. Specifically, this lobby was also directed at the Indonesia's Ambassador to 
the UN, Makarim Wibisono, to explain about the actual condition in Papua and to 
discuss future response in the framework of Papua Land of Peace. In this meeting, 
Br. Budi Hernawan, Ms Frederika Korain, and Hofni Simbiak were present. Apart 
from lobby, the programme is also linked to a course on human rights mechanisms in 
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights for Frederika, continued with an internship 
at FI office from March to early May 2006. 

 
The achievement of this programme is the strengthening of a relationship with certain 
diplomatic missions such as European Union, England, Australia, New Zealand, 
Scandinavian countries, United States, the UN Special Rapporteurs, and UN High 
Commissioner for Human Rights in Bangkok. From the series of lobby conducted, 
there had been an exchange of information on Papua as well as information obtained 
from UN bodies regarding how far Papua had been discussed at UN. We also invited 
partner agencies to come to Papua. 
 
Specifically with the Indonesian government, the lobby was very useful to provide a 
wider perspective regarding the actual condition in Papua and to minimise suspicions 
and wrong perception. Such meeting is useful to build future communication. 
 
As an important note: lobby programme highly relies on the availability of information 
obtained from the grassroots level (community) to serve as a portrait of humanity. 
This means that SKP is demanded to monitor the dynamics all over Papua region. 
Therefore, it is important for SKP to continue field visits to grassroots as it has 
always been SKP’s strength.  
 
1.7.3. Franciscans International in Bangkok 
In June 2006 in Bangkok, the Franciscans leaders from all over Asia and Pacific 
gathered in Bangkok to follow up on the plan to establish an FI office in Asia. One of 
the Founders, P. Ferdinand Sahadun OFM, was present as the Custos of Papua. In 
the meeting, we were present in order to share experience in advocacy and lobby on 
UN level and in voicing the aspiration of victims who could find no other ways in their 
own country.  
 
It is a blessing that SKP was the only one who had the opportunity every year to 
voice the human rights condition in Papua in light of Franciscan spirituality and the 
Church's Social Teaching. The opinion and experience from grassroots level 
enriched the discussion and provided a clear picture of what can be done by those 
who work in villages for the UN level advocacy, as well as what the benefits and 
demands are. 
 
It is clear that FI has loyally maintained its role as a mediator for the Brothers and 
Sisters who want to channel the victims’ voice on UN level and not becoming 
programme carrier for their Brothers and Sisters. At the end of the meeting, the 
Franciscan leaders agreed unanimously to begin establishing FI office in 2007 in 
Bangkok. 
 
1.7.4. Lobby Team on Papua Land of Peace 
The team was slacking again during 2006 because its members were becoming 
more and more involved in politics. Incidentally, the team assisted the lobby process 
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on national level when reporting Abepura 16 March 2006 case. A candidate who had 
started working at the secretariat of the team finally withdrew for family reason. 
However, we still occasionally attended meetings such as with Forum Asia in 
Bangkok. One of the team members, Ibu Mien Roembiak, represented us in the 
meeting between human rights defenders in Asia. Therefore, it can generally be said 
that this programme did not run very smoothly and needs to be reviewed in 2007. 
 
 
2. DIVISION OF PUBLICATION AND DOCUMENTATION 
The publication and documentation programme is a manifestation of SKP’s vision in 
providing objective and balanced information to the public regarding the current 
condition in Papua. This activity is a routine one. 
 
2.1. Website www.hampapua.org  
The programme is a routine one since 2003 in the effort to provide information 
through this unlimited media. With the support from OFM Province Australia, this 
programme continues and gives wider contribution to communities with access to 
internet. Everyday the site is visited by an average of 2616 hits. 
 
2.2. Publication of revised MBD book 
At the beginning of the year, SKP completed what had been published as a book 
entitled “Membangun Budaya Damai dan Rekonsiliasi di Papua” (MBD or building 
peace culture and reconciliation in Papua). This revised edition is the development of 
the previous edition which was only a report from the workshop on Membangun 
Budaya Damai or building peace culture which was held by SKP on 25-30 November 
2002. The book tried to accommodate the following development in the form of 
essays developed from the formulation resulted in the workshop and statements from 
religious leaders in response to the social and political dynamics in Papua. 
 
2.3. Publication of books of Memoria Passionis 2004 & 2005  
After being delayed for two years, SKP managed to publish MP 2004 book and 
distributed it. This book received a warm welcome through a review in Suara 
Perempuan Papua tabloid No. 15/ year III on 13-19 November 2006. The display this 
time was changed because it had been divided according to the themes in human 
rights framework and accompanied by photos, maps, and tables to assist the readers 
more.  
 
However, the publication plan of MP 2005 book was delayed because SKP needed 
to focus its attention on handling Abepura 16 March 2006 incident and its impacts. 
 
2.4. Republishing of the book Papua Land of Peace 
The English edition of this MBD book quickly sold out and was very useful for 
communication and lobby regarding Papua on the international level. Therefore, SKP 
reprinted the book with the hope that it would fulfill the two needs. 
 
2.5. Papua Actual Series 
Considering that the two staff was not fully present because of participating in a 
course overseas and maternity leave, the programme was relatively neglected in the 
beginning of the year. Therefore, at the end of the year we had to catch up on the 
material. This material is usually distributed among pastoral workers within as well as 
outside the Diocese of Jayapura and to SKP’s partners. The soft copy of this material 
is always available at SKP’s website. 
 
2.6. Library 
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Together with the website, this programme was also funded by OFM Province of 
Australia which has run for three years. The programme is intended to develop an 
adequate source of reference for SKP staff and network in human rights field, 
reconciliation, and Papua. The collection in these three main fields continues to be 
developed in English as well as in Bahasa Indonesia. 
 
 
3. DIVISION OF PEACE-BUILDING 
Although the understanding of Papua Land of Peace is integrated in every division, 
this particular division specifically pays attention to the development of Papua Land 
of Peace vision to be more widely recognised in every aspect of community lives in 
Papua. 
 
3.1. Evaluation on Tim Kemanusiaan Papua (Papua humanitarian team or TKP) 
Papua Humanitarian Team is a group of students in Jayapura who are interested in 
humanitarian issues in Papua. The group was formed during a human rights 
investigation training facilitated by PBHI last year. SKP developed a partnership with 
this group and helped with TKP’s evaluation process and work planning at the 
beginning of 2006. In the evaluation, SKP provided information regarding the issues 
in Papua in the international world. From this meeting, it was clear that there was so 
much fake information that could be clarified and confronted based on SKP’s 
documents and experience in UN forum in Geneva.  
 
In the course of the team work, the group gradually dissolved because a number of 
key members worked in a new place or moved to other areas. 
 
3.2. JPIC animation for Franciscan Senior from all over Papua 
At the end of OFM senior Custody Papua retreat on 15 May 2006, SKP socialised a 
document entitled “embracing the excluded” from the international JPIC Franciscan 
animator congress in Brazil. In this event, the fraternity of the Custody refreshed and 
renewed their commitment to integrate and to implement JPIC spirituality in daily 
lives, in work environment, and in wider community. For this purpose, an animator of 
each guardianate was assigned to accompany the brothers in implementing the spirit 
in the most concrete context at Guardianate Moanemani-Timika-Agats, Sentani-
Bade, Baliem, Abepura-Waena, and Jayapura. The brothers also clearly and strongly 
supported SKP’s work as an embodiment of JPIC Franciscan’s spirituality. 
 
3.3. JPIC animation for Franciscan Students 
Animation for Franciscan Students is a programme that has started since early 2005 
and continues until this year. In August 2006, an animation session was specifically 
held to discuss the document “embracing the excluded” from worldwide JPIC 
Franciscan animator congress in Brazil. In this event, the youths were refreshed, 
challenged, and encouraged to think and to contemplate on the consequences of the 
existing documents for us in Papua. 
 
3.4. Seminar on Papua Land of Peace 
The theme Papua Land of Peace was socialised among theology students at STT 
Walter Post on 22 August 2006. During the seminar, the students are invited to 
explore the meaning of peace more deeply.  
 
The activity is a good opportunity to explore deeper the response and the 
understanding of theology students who practically come from Pegunungan Tengah 
on the issue.  
 
3.5. International Peace Day: 21 September 2006 
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Considering the shift in SKP’s internal programmes due to its involvement in B 16 M 
team, the commemoration of International Peace Day this year was not held 
specifically by SKP; instead, it joined in a committee with Peace Brigades 
International (PBI). The activity included distributing flowers, messages via RRI 
(Indonesian Radio), screening films about peace and writing peace messages.  
 
3.6. Animation of Papua Land of Peace for youths : 4 October 
The animation happened on the invitation from Minor Seminary of St. Francis of 
Assisi, Waena, who held a religious camp for youths and children in the pastoral area 
of Jayapura. The opportunity was used to encourage around 400 children and youths 
to explore the meaning of ‘peace’ and ’building peace’ in Papuan context. The 
meeting with these youth and children group was something new for us and it 
enriched our experience and insight in translating PTD in youth level. 
 
3.7. Reconciliation Programme in Baliem Valley 
In 2001-2003, SKP held an activity to build awareness and social reflection in Baliem 
Valley. It was attended by the chiefs in order to respond to the atmosphere of 
violence and the degradation of the living standard in the area. This first step then 
echoed by an invitation to continue the activity. We therefore sent Enius Lokobal, an 
SKP volunteer in Baliem, to assess the various possibilities and opportunities to build 
reconciliation among the chiefs in the area. The exploration mapped the 
opportunities that will be followed up in year 2007. 
 
3.8. Cooperation with religious leaders 
Since the beginning, SKP has been highly involved in the effort to develop inter-
religion dialogs. In various events, SKP bridged these religious leaders to gather and 
to discuss social justice issues that prevailed in community. Such cooperation 
developed to a point where these religious leaders formally formed a cooperation 
forum. 
 
On the Christian side, church leaders formed the Ecumenical Council of Churches of 
Papua (PGGP) with the intention of developing a communion among Christians 
within the vision of Papua Land of Peace. 
 
At the end of the year, such development has narrowed down and gave birth to the 
Consultative Forum of Religious Leaders (FKPPA) which was declared on 4 
December 2006. SKP was assigned as a member of the expert team to provide data, 
criticism, suggestions, and solutions in developing the forum as well as in responding 
to the social and political dynamics occurring within Papuan community. 
 
 
4. DIVISION OF ECOLOGY  
Slowly but surely, this division programme develops well. As a new programme, SKP 
works in a networking system with the environmental NGOs and the individuals who 
are concerned with the environmental issues. It was a learning process for us in the 
Board of Executives because there was no special staff in the division. 
 
A series of activities started on 4 October 2005 and culminated with an event where 
we announced the winners of the competition and gave out prizes. From our 
evaluation, the competition were not socialised enough at schools, which resulted in 
low number of participants. This was despite the high interest in the event itself which 
could be seen from last year’s seminar where MIPA UNCEN great hall was crowded 
with high school students interested in the event. 
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Considering the limitation and the newness of the experience, SKP did not try to 
repeat what has been done by the environmental NGOs or UNCEN’s research 
institution; instead, we tried to bring up a perspective of ecological justice to the 
people of Papua. This point of view is still new and unfamiliar in Papuan culture so 
that SKP put forward the idea with a slogan “Towards Papua Environment Day”. The 
issues were focused more on the city waste with a beach-cleaning action on 3 June 
2006, which was also held to commemorate Environment Day 5 June. 
 
5. SUPPORTING SYSTEM  
Apart from the four programme divisions, SKP has three supporting elements which 
provide vital assistance to SKP’s movement both internally and externally. These 
three elements are finance and asset division; staff, staff’s capacity building and 
welfare; and network. 
 
5.1. Division of Finance and Asset  
 
5.1.1. Internal Audit 2005 
SKP had its first audit as part of the commitment of this period’s Board of Executives 
to improve the health of the organisation and to rearrange the existing financial 
system so that it will be more transparent and healthier. The audit was conducted at 
SKP Jayapura Office from February to June 2006, involving the treasurer and the 
director. The audit was performed by the economic expert from the Diocese of 
Jayapura, Br. Henk van Mastrigt OFM. 
 
Far from what expectation, there had been five-month delay before the audit could be 
accomplished and the result could be reported to the sponsors and the Board of 
Founders the financial accountability. It was found from the audit that there was no 
abuse by the Board of Executives. However, the financial administration required 
serious improvement because the existing financial reports did not provide a 
complete picture of SKP’s assets. The reports were not compiled together so that it 
was difficult to assess SKP’s assets or debts quickly.  
 
During the audit, the Auditor assisted SKP’s Treasurer to design an administration 
system which is simple but able to report all types of bookkeeping. In this process, 
SKP’s Treasurer felt that the demands of the Auditor were constantly changing and 
beyond the Treasurer’s capability. 
 
The audit was followed up with a routine accompaniment from the Auditor but it did 
not run smoothly because the Auditor himself had other commitments which made it 
impossible for him to assist SKP’s Treasurer regularly. Therefore, SKP requested the 
help of Atma Jaya Yogyakarta Team of Auditors to meet the need. 
 
5.1.2. Reorganising internal financial mechanisms 
In 2006, after the internal audit by the Diocese’s economic expert, a number of new 
policies were established to rearrange the bookkeeping mechanisms at SKP. 
Cashier position which was originally held by SKP’s staff was given to diocese’s 
cashier because of the administrative discrepancies created by the previous person, 
as well as personnel downsizing in the early 2005.  
 
Furthermore, the separation between those who has the authority over the cash and 
the person those who record the bookkeeping administration was also established. 
The authorized people for all SKP’s account are the director and the delegates and 
the person who makes SKP’s record is SKP’s treasurer, Agnees Indey. For this 
reason, we made a form called ‘cash withdrawal memo’ which can only be used at 
the Diocese’s cashier with the authorization from one of the three people above. 
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Another system that has to be maintained is monthly budget planning, travel budget 
planning, and programme budget planning as well as the obligation to make a report 
after an activity is finished. It was established that the deadline for financial report is 
two weeks after the activity ended; however, the main staff has not been able to 
comply with this deadline for various reasons, most frequently other workload that 
they have to finish. 
 
Another difficulty was unfriendly relationship with the staff at the Diocese’s economic 
unit. Although a signature from one of the people authorized has been obtained, 
there were often questions to SKP’s staff such as ‘what the money is for’ or ‘whether 
an accountability report is available’. This issue has been discussed in the annual 
meeting and the delegates are willing to pass it on to the economic unit. 
 
5.1.3. Training on financial administration 
This training is a follow up of the rearrangement within SKP’s finance. The content of 
the training is intended to give information regarding institutional/organisational 
finance to those who need it. The material of the training includes accounting and its 
scope, cash flow report, documentation process, fixed assets, intangible assets, etc. 
 
The training was held at the Sister’s House “Maranatha”, Waena on 26-28 October 
with a facilitator Mrs. Erly Suandy from Atma Jaya University Jogyakarta. The 
participants came from all staff of SKP Jayapura and two finance staff from SKP 
Merauke, involving one finance staff from Franciscan, and one finance staff from 
Sentani Parish.  
 
Achievements: the programme of financial reporting introduced by the facilitator was 
MYOB programme. This programme can record and depict all SKP’s assets. 
Furthermore, this programme is easy to understand and can be put into practice in a 
short time. The weakness of the training is its relatively short time so that many 
important things could not be discussed deeper and more seriously with the trainer. 
 
5.2. Staffing 
According to SKP's Work Guideline, it has two types of staff: full time staff and part 
time staff. During 2005-2006, the number of main staff did not increase; there were 
only five people serving as director, programme manager, and division 
coordinators. Although in the early 2006, the Board of Founders had agreed to 
appoint one main staff and one part-time staff, the plan has not been fulfilled 
because the candidates have not been able to meet the requirements. Therefore in 
our work meeting we need to establish a clear recruitment programme and a strong 
selection team. 
 
Until now, SKP has only four full time staff handling four divisions with various 
programmes in them.  

• J. Budi Hernawan OFM: the Director, but he is also responsible for lobby 
within the advocacy division, serves as the head of publication and 
documentation division, and assists the division of peace culture 
development; 

• Frederika Korain: Programme Manager, head of advocacy division and 
assists the publication and documentation division; 

• Rudolf Kambayong OFM: responsible for the division of peace-building and is 
involved in the advocacy division, publication and documentation division, 
and ecology division; 

• Rosa Moiwend is a staff in advocacy division but in the past year has been 
handling media advocacy programme and assisting the publication and 
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documentation division, peace culture development division, and the ecology 
division. 

 
Outside the programmes, SKP has only one full time staff to handle finance and 
assets: Agnees Indey; and the Director has to be continuously involved in the matter 
of financial control. 
 
Meanwhile, one part-time staff was added in Wamena, Yunus Matuan, apart from 
one part-time staff at SKP office, Veni Mahuze, who is responsible for households, 
archives, and library. 
 
The limited number of staff has been discussed for a while and it has been 
suggested to the Board of Founders that the number be increased in accordance 
with the number of divisions, apart from the two main leaders: director and 
programme manager. The suggestion was based on the overload of work because 
the staff has to double their responsibility in several divisions at the same time, has 
to handle different programmes at the same time, and sometimes the programme 
has to be left behind when the staff is taking a course outside Papua for a relatively 
long time.  
 
In 2006, in fact, SKP was lacking in staff because three main staff were taking 
courses or internship outside Papua although they did not occur at the same time.  
 
5.3. Staff capacity building programme  
SKP faithfully develops its staff’s capacity and skills both individually and as a group 
so that the team can have updated skills and renewed inspirations. The following is a 
list of courses that were taken to develop staff’s capacity in several main fields: 
understanding of human rights, English, report writing, finding information, and 
financial administration: 

• Congress of JPIC order and internship at JPIC OFM in Brazil (end of 
January-February): J. Budi Hernawan OFM 

• Training on writing (February): all staff 
• Course on human rights mechanism at UN (March): Frederika Korain  
• Internship at the office of Franciscans International in Geneva (March-

May): Frederika Korain 
• English course at English First Jayapura: Agnees Indey, Rosa Moiwend, 

Frederika Korain 
• English course in New Zealand (June-December): Rudolf Kambayong 

OFM and Harry Woersok from SKP Merauke. 
• Training on video editing (July): Rosa Moiwend 
• Course on financial administration (26-28 October): all staff 
• Training on health investigation (1-5 November): Yunus Matuan, Timo 

Sefire OFM, Yosefin Haluk, J. Budi Hernawan OFM 
• Advocate course (November-December): Yosefin Haluk 

 
5.4. Staff’s welfare 
Even though this issue was not discussed in the work meeting, as the main person in 
charge in the Board of Executives, we believe that this aspect needs to be 
reconsidered to be more adequate. In general, the main staff receive a basic salary 
in accordance with the Diocese’s salary structure, which is around Rp. 1.5 million-1.8 
million (USD 150-200) per month. Apart from it, the main staff receives an allowance 
from SKP such as transport allowance and communication allowance. De facto, the 
main staff also receives a housing allowance that will soon disappear if the Diocese 
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starts renovating APO mission complex. After deductions, the main staff generally 
takes home a pay of around Rp. 1.5 million-2 million (USD 150-200) per month. 
 
Such monthly basic salary and take home pay is around twice of Provincial Minimum 
Wage (UMP) 2006, which is Rp 822,500, and slightly above the Decent Standard of 
Living (Kebutuhan Hidup Layak or KHL), which is Rp 1,250,000. However, if 
compared with the skills and the volume of workload currently held by the main staff 
and SKP structure, such amount needs to be reviewed under the following 
consideration. 

• The quality and the commitment of the staff have to be maintained by giving 
them appropriate remuneration. All main staff at SKP can speak English and 
understand English text well, have computer skills and are experts in their 
own fields. 

• The preservation of our work must be maintained in the face of competition 
from job opportunities outside the church. Offers from the business world and 
from government work are increasing and, without a balance, it will be difficult 
to obtain reliable human resources. 

• The change of allowance structure especially housing allowance. There 
should be one salary structure with excellent salary that can accommodate 
the various allowances, rather than having these allowances that are often 
difficult to calculate. 

• Staff’s side job outside the office reflects that there is an income issue. 
Although the issue has not been revealed openly, we have been keeping 
track of it. 

• A 20% increase of UMP in 2007, which becomes Rp 987,000. 
• Availability of the funding from SKP to increase staff’s salary. The fund from 

SKP is more than enough to pay for staff’s salary continuously. 
 
Therefore, together with SKP’s financial consultant, we are currently designing a new 
salary structure that we will propose to the Board of Founders to be discussed and 
responded. 
 
5.5. Network 
Officially, SKP has formal cooperation with four NGOs: PBHI in Jakarta and PBI in 
Jayapura, Franciscans International in Geneva, and WITNESS in New York. Such 
cooperation is called formal because it is formulated in a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) which binds the two parties in it for a certain period of time. 
SKP’s cooperation with the four institutions has different aims and objectives. With 
PBHI, SKP has the partnership in order to accompany Papuan students studying 
outside Papua so that they will have more human rights perspective and will, in turn 
when they enter the world of work, be able to give concrete influence to the 
community. 
 
With PBI, SKP Jayapura and 4 other SKPs cooperated in order to provide protection 
for SKP’s staff and offices from any risks that might arise due to their work. The risks 
are not something impossible but it cannot be eliminated completely either. 
Therefore, SKP tried to be tactical especially for programmes with high risks because 
they are in touch with the vested interests of those in power. 
 
Franciscans International is SKP’s partner in the UN. Every year, SKP has the 
opportunity to present human rights condition in Papua in the Session of UN Council 
for Human Rights. The opportunity is a strategic chance but it is very demanding in 
the aspects of language, mastery of UN’s procedures, politics within the commission, 
and finance. So far, OFM Province Australia is supporting SKP in this programme 
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and this year, for the first time, SKP’s staff (Frederika Korain) joined an internship at 
FI’s office in order to better understand the work method and FI’s partnership with 
diplomatic missions in Geneva. 
 
WITNESS is SKP’s partner in the field of media advocacy especially the producing of 
short movies to build public awareness and to socialise issues to a wider scope. With 
an expertise that has been internationally acknowledged, WITNESS’ staff diligently 
accompanied SKP staff (Rosa Moiwend) in developing this area in order to support 
the effort of bringing up the issue of social injustice in Papua in audio-visual form to a 
wider scope. The issue that we used as an entrance to this area is the discrimination 
against the vegetable-selling women in Jayapura city. 
 
SKP does not only work with formal partners but also with other partners in Jayapura 
such as PGGP, JPIC Sinode GKI, environmental NGOs in Jayapura, human rights 
and civil political NGOs in Jayapura, national NGOs, political activist groups, student 
groups, tribal groups, local and national journalists. The work relationship varies from 
exchanging information, handling cases, to strategic partnership. Such cooperation is 
very important considering that the issues of human rights, justice and peace is a 
universal problem that needs to be handled by as many actors as possible. 
 
One thing that is important to be mentioned here as a partner is diplomatic missions 
in Jakarta, Bangkok, and Geneva. The relationship with these diplomatic missions is 
a strategic one because it can be used to highlight our issues both to the Central 
Government level and to the international world. Their influence was mostly felt when 
we had to break the barrier in the issue of Abepura 16 March 2006. The relationship 
can make it easy to clarify various issues that usually develop among Papua 
community about ”UN’s intervention, US troops to Papua, the arrival of UN’s 
Secretary General in Jayapura, etc.” as well as in discussions about Papua within 
UN’s mechanisms such as in the Office of UN’s High Commissioner for Human 
Rights in Bangkok, Special Rapporteurs in Geneva, etc. Without a good relationship 
within this network, it would not be so easy to clarify a lot of issues that often deceit 
our people. To be able to put this network to use, the human rights training in 
Geneva and work relationship with FI become a vital means. 
 
Apart from external partners, there are also internal partners within the Diocese itself 
namely the pastoral workers. The relationship with pastoral workers has been built 
since SKP was established on 1 July 1998 because SKP is indeed part of pastoral in 
the work of the Diocese of Jayapura. Therefore, the Board of Executives is very 
grateful to have a field partner who is always willing to give information, suggestions 
and cooperation, as well as requesting our assistance and involvement in parishes.  
 
In the new hierarchy, there are several notes delivered by SKP’s delegates in SKP 
Work Meeting 2006. One interesting note was that the Diocese requested that the 
Board of Executives involve commissions and cooperate with the deans more. In our 
opinion and experience this year, Board of Executives had never received any 
invitations for any meetings with commissions or deans. It is not a problem for us but 
the question is how we can be involved in the framework of the commission and 
encourage their involvement if we are never asked to sit together. It is certainly 
difficult to plan something together if, de facto and de jure, the Board of Executives is 
placed outside the framework of the commissions and deans.  
 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Similar comments frequently directed at SKP by Cordaid, CMC, and Caritas Australia 
as follows: ’It’s a wonder that with so little resources and so much workload SKP can 
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still survive’. Such comment reflects the truth. On one hand, as a board of 
executives, we try to perform our duty as well as we can; on the other hand, there is 
a discrepancy that must be handled seriously. 
 
6.1. Achievements 
With all its limitation, SKP Board of Executives has first and foremost been able to 
make its contribution to “disturb the public’s status quo” that is not sensitive to the 
issues of injustices around or is numb with media coverage that is not objective in 
presenting the victims’ voice. This is the main contribution that is continuously 
maintained by the Board of Executives.  
 
Secondly, the Board of Executives also believes that it will loyally be present for any 
suffering as long as it can cope with them with its existing capability. This 
involvement is beyond any geographical borders, political beliefs, ethnic groups, and 
religions because that is our call to spread the words of the Christ. Although small 
and consisting of young people, the Board of Executives braces itself to be present 
places and situations that might sometimes be exposed to high risks because of 
labels such as ‘involved in politics’, ‘separatist’, or being isolated. 
 
Thirdly, ecumenical and inter-religious cooperation. The partnership developed by 
the Board of Executives is a real embodiment of inter-churches and inter-religious 
cooperation. The scope of work, approaches, and network are varied and that is the 
world’s reality where “We are the Church” is being called to spread the words of the 
Christ. Whether admitted not, the presence of the Board of Executives in various 
ministry works always reflects the presence of church amidst all sufferings in the 
community (option for the poor). 
 
Fourthly, loyal to the programme and selective to offers from outside party. If seen 
from 2006 work programme, the Board of Executives tries to be loyal to the guideline 
that has been established and rely on team work system so that the heavy workload 
can be borne together. 
 
6.2. Shortcomings 
First, the Board of Executives needs “someone to talk to”. This would formally be the 
Board of Founders and the Delegates. We admit that we have not communicated 
enough on a routine basis with those two institutions and are determined to increase 
the effectiveness of the delegates’ function. In addition, we perceive the delegates’ 
presence to be minimum. Routine meetings with the Board of Executives are also 
scarcely attended. 
 
Second, experience and skills. The staff is usually between 25-40 years old and 
therefore they are still lacking in experience and skills but there is a potential to be 
developed as long as they are given adequate space to grow. 
 
Third, staffing and the demands of community’s needs. In this report, this issue has 
been raised frequently and there is no need to repeat it here. 
 
Fourth, team work is full of challenge because of the differences in personality, 
conflict of interests, and the difference in the rhythm of work. In its course, our team 
clearly saw that conflicts and discrepancies between one another is a reality that 
needs to be realized in humility for it be overcome. 
 
Fifth, cooperation with the circle of commissions / boards within the Diocese office. 
This note is a feedback from the diocese’s hierarchy and part of the answer is back 
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at the structure itself. the Board of Executives openly accepts cooperation from 
pastoral’s field officials both from the commissions/deans. 
 
6.3. Recommendation 

• Relationship with the Board of Founders and the Delegat should be increased 
into a dynamic and constructive relationship with role sharing.  

• The loyalty in the victims and the team work on the Board of Executives level 
must be maintained, continued and improved. Therefore, the dimension of 
reflection must be given adequate room by all staff so that loyalty in a ministry 
that can sometimes be lonely and demanding can be overcome. 

• Additional staff: minimum 1 person per division, especially the advocacy 
division, publication division, ecology division, and finance and assets 
division, as well as replacement of household staff. This is inevitable for the 
sake of providing more effective and comprehensive ministry. 

• Improvement of staff’s welfare adequately so that the process can run 
smoothly and the quality increases. 

• The Diocese’s internal network needs to open itself to constructive dialogues 
with the Board of Executives so that the process of developing the ministry in 
the whole Diocese of Jayapura can be more down to earth. 

 
This is the end of our report and for all the trust, support, criticism, and reprimands 
addressed to us for the development of our ministry to the people of Papua in 2006, 
we thank you. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
J. Budi Hernawan ofm 
Director
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Daily Activities of SKP’s Board of Executives  
Diocese of Jayapura In 2006 

Date  Activities  Remarks  Category 
4 January   SKP’s routine meeting  Internal coordination  Organisation 
5‐6 January  Consillium meeting  Reporting to the Head of Custody 

OFM 
Network 

7 January  SKP meeting with Kuria & 
Consillium 

Re‐arranging SKP’s Board of 
Executives 

Organisation 

8 January   Guests from UNDP  Exchanging information regarding 
the condition of Human Rights 
issues in Papua and building a 
network 

Network 

9‐14 January  Meeting of SKPs from all over 
Papua in Timika 

Work coordination of SKPs all over 
Papua 

Network 

19 January  Evaluation on Toni’s internship  Report to SKP and input for 
students’ internship programme in 
SKP  

Personnel 

20 January  SKP’s routine meeting  Internal coordination  Organisation 
23 January  Meeting with the Netherlands 

Embassy in Jakarta 
Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build a network 

Network 

24 January  Meeting with PBHI Jakarta  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to evaluate the 
cooperation between the two 
agencies 

Network 

29 January‐8 
February 

JPIC International Congress in 
Brazil 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network  

Network  

1‐4 February  Bar exam in Manado  Effort to obtain an advocate license 
in court 

Staff’s capacity 
building 

5 February  Celebration of the Christian 
Evangelisation in Papua 

Audiovisual documentation 
regarding PGGP’s involvement in 
building peace (Papua Land of 
Peace)  

Peace‐building 

6 February  Evaluation on advocacy 
cooperation with ALDP Jayapura 

Assessing the benefits of the 
cooperation between the two 
agencies 

Network  

7‐11 February  Training on writing skills for 
SKPs from all over Papua in 
Sentani 

Supporting research and 
documentation of every SKP office 

Staff’s capacity  
building 

10‐11 
February 

Meeting of JPIC International 
Board in Brazil 

Introducing SKP’s ministry in the 
field of JPIC in Papua to a wider 
network  

Network 

13 February  English Course in Jayapura   Improving staff’s English language 
proficiency to support the needs of 
the institution in networking 

Staff’s capacity  
building 

13‐28 
February 

Internship in JPIC OFM Brazil  Analyzing the experience of JPIC 
OFM in Latin America to be 
developed in Papua 

Staff’s capacity  
building 

25 February  Internal meeting  Internal coordination  Organisation 
18 February‐ 
2 March 

Workshop on Women, Faith and 
Building Peace Culture in Dili, 
Timor Leste 

Analyzing the role of faith in 
encouraging the involvement of 
women in building peace: sharing 
experience with women from 

peace‐building 
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Timor Leste, Mindanao and West 
Papua 

1 March  Discussion with Rev. Benny Giay  Exchanging information   Network 
1‐12 March  Lobby in the Netherlands  Exchanging information regarding 

the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build a network 

Lobby 

6 March  Meeting with Cordaid in the 
Netherlands 

Work coordination between 
institutions 

Network 

8 March  Submission for photo competition 
of Ecology Day in Jayapura 

Campaign ”Towards Papua’s 
Environment Day” 

Ecology 

9 March  Meeting with PACE Foundation, 
CMC and Cordaid in the 
Netherlands 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build a network  

Lobby, Network 

11‐17 March  Guests from Misereor Germany 
in Jayapura 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build a network 

Lobby, Network 

12‐13 March  Lobby in Vienna, Austria  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build a network  

Lobby 

10 March  Course on UN Human Rights 
Mechanisms in Geneva 

Supporting the agenda of human 
rights advocacy in international 
level 

Staff’s capacity  
building 

13 March  Meeting with Indonesia’s 
ambassador to the UN in Geneva 

Building a relation and sharing 
information about human rights 
situation in Papua  

Lobby 

17 March  Meeting with representatives of 
Finland’s diplomatic mission in 
Geneva 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network  

Lobby 

18 March  Meeting with Religious Leaders  Handling the case of Abepura 16 
March 2006 

Advocacy  

20 March  Meeting with Religious Leaders  Handling the case of Abepura 16 
March 2006 

Advocacy 

21 March  Meeting with Religious Leaders 
and DPRP, MRP 

Handling the case of Abepura 16 
March 2006 

Lobby 

22 March  Meeting with Religious Leaders  Handling the case of Abepura 16 
March 2006 

Advocacy 

23 March  Meeting with the assistant of 
Special Rapporteur on 
Indigenous People and 
representatives of UK diplomatic 
mission in Geneva 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Lobby 

24 March  Meeting with ISHR, Australia’s 
diplomatic mission, and Centre 
for Humanitarian Dialogue in 
Geneva 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Lobby 

27 March  Meeting with Reuters reporters, 
OHCHR 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Information 

28 March  Meeting with State’s High 
Officials in Gedung Negara, 
Jayapura 

Handling the case of Abepura 16 
March 2006 

Lobby 

30 March  Meeting with the Special 
Rapporteur on Torture in Geneva 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua 

Advocacy 

31 March  Meeting with Human Rights 
Watch 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua 

Network 
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1 April  Meeting with representatives of 
the US Embassy 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build a network  

Network 

1‐2 April  Meeting with Inter‐Religious 
Network in Geneva 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to evaluate network ‘s 
performance 

Network 

4 April  Guests from ICG  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build a network  

Network 

11‐16 April  Investigation in Wembi  Investigation  on the shooting case  Investigation  
11 April  Preparation for the publication of 

MP 2004 
Publication and documentation  Publication 

12 April  Meeting of Advocacy Papua Land 
of Peace Team 

Consolidation of PTD Team  Advocacy 

13‐16 April  Visit to Wamena  Mapping community’s situation  peace‐building 
14 April  Meeting with Liechstenstain 

diplomatic mission in Geneva 
Sharing information regarding the 
situation of human rights in Papua 

Lobby 

18 April  Internal meeting regarding 
Wembi 

Special internal coordination 
regarding Wembi case 

Advocacy 

19 April  Internal meeting of advocacy for 
vegetable‐selling women  

Internal coordination on 
accompaniment for vegetable‐
selling women 

Advocacy 

20 April  Meeting with French diplomatic 
mission in Geneva 

Discussion on the development of 
human rights in Papua and to build 
a relation 

Lobby 

21 April   2005 Financial Audit  Financial checking and 
reorganisation of SKP’s financial 
system 

Organisation 

21 April  Meeting with DPD  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build a network  

Network 

22 April  Meeting with reporters from 
Washington Post 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build a network  

Information 

22 April  Dissolution of Ecology Day 
committee  

Strengthening cooperation on the 
campaign “Towards Papua’s 
Environment Day “ 

Network 

28 April   Meeting with diplomatic 
representatives from Norway in 
Geneva 

Socialisation of human rights 
development in Papua and to build 
a network 

Lobby 

5 May  Guests from JPIC GKI bureau  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build a network  

Network 

8 May  Meeting with representatives 
from Timor Leste in Geneva 

Discussion on the situation in 
Papua and the development of 
advocacy n human rights report in 
Timor Leste, prepared by CAVR in 
UN level 

Lobby 

8 May  Guests: researchers from UI  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network  

Network 

9 May  Guests from PBI  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network  

Network 

10 May  Meeting with the diplomatic 
mission from the Netherlands in 

Continuing last year’s lobby with 
the purpose of maintaining 

Lobby 
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Geneva  cooperation with FI 
11 May  Meeting with the Vatican Mission 

in Geneva 
Exchanging information regarding 
the latest situation of human rights 
in Papua and to maintain work 
cooperation 

Lobby 

11‐16 May  OFM Retreat  Spiritual guidance  Staff’s capacity  
building 

22‐23 May  SKP’s recollection  Spiritual guidance  Organisation 
23 May  Meeting with PBI  Exchanging information regarding 

the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Network 

24‐26 May  Meeting with Caritas Australia in 
Jakarta 

Strengthening cooperation network  Network 

28‐31 May  PBHI workshop in Bogor  Consolidation of Papuan students  Peace‐building 
2 June  Meeting with Bishop Leo  Work coordination with the Board 

of Founders 
Organisation 

2 June  Meeting PGGP  Supporting PGGP’s performance 
with accurate data 

Network, Peace‐
building 

3 June  Execution of National 
Environmental Day 

Campaign ”Towards Papua’s 
Environment Day” 

Ecology/ 
Integration of 
Creation 

6 June  Internal meeting  Internal coordination  Organisation 
9 June  Meeting on video advocacy plan 

(VAP) 
Preparing the framework to make 
the film about Papuan Vegetable‐
Selling Women 

Advocacy Video 

10 June  Meeting with Bishop Alo 
Murwito 

Support for the development of 
SKP of the Diocese of Agats‐Asmat 

Network 

11‐14 June  Interfidei workshop in 
Banjarmasin 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Peace‐building 

12 June  Meeting between religious 
leaders 

Inviting religious leaders to be 
involved in voicing people’s 
aspiration  

Peace‐building 

13 June  Guests from HRW  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Network 

14 June  Meeting with delegation  Coordination of work programme 
and organisation 

Organisation 

15 June   Discussion with ICRC  Involving ICRC to pay attention to 
the condition of 16 March case 
prisoners 

Advocacy 

16 June  Meeting of PTD Lobby Team  Team work coordination  Lobby 
18 June  Meeting with vegetable‐selling 

women 
Organising the basis for the women  Advocacy 

2‐5 July  Meeting with Franciscans 
International in Bangkok 

Strengthening international 
advocacy network 

Network 

2‐7 July  Visit to Baliem Valley  Assessing Baliem’s condition for 
reconciliation 

Peace‐building 

2 July  Recording of testimonials from B 
16 M prisoners 

Audiovisual documentation of the 
victims’ condition in prison after 
torture 

Advocacy 

5 July   Monitoring B 16 M trial  Trial documentation and 
accompaniment for the defendants 

Advocacy of 
litigation 

6 July  Meeting with PBHI  Work coordination for both 
institutions in advocacy and 
organising students 

Network 
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6 July  Press conference Mil 62‐63 case in 
Abepura 

Publication on the legal process for 
Mile 62‐63 case which is against 
applicable rules 

Advocacy 

6‐12 July  Visit to Custody of Singapore  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Lobby, Socialisation 
of information 

7 July  Interview with B 16 M victims of 
torture 

Audiovisual documentation  Advocacy 

9 July  Visit to Wamena with WITNESS  Inviting partners to know the field 
situation in Papua 

Advocacy 

10‐15 July  WITNESS training in Jayapura  Strengthening of video making 
programme of the film about 
vegetable women 

Advocacy video, 
staff’s capacity  
building 

11 July  Meeting between WITNESS and 
vegetable women 

Introduction between partner and 
community accompaniment by 
SKP 

Advocacy 

17‐19 July  Visit to SAMADI Diocese of 
Bandung 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Network 

18 July  Guests from US Embassy  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Information  
& lobby 

19 July  Monitoring B 16 M trial  Documentation on the legal process 
of B 16 M case and support for the 
defendants 

Litigation 

20 July  Discussion with JPIC GKI bureau  Strategy to handle B 16 M case  Advocacy 
21 July  Meeting with UNDP  Exchanging information regarding 

the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Exchanging 
information, 
Network 

22 July  Recording of testimonials from B 
16 M prisoners 

Audiovisual documentation  Advocacy 

26 July   Meeting with Atma Jaya Audit 
team in Jogyakarta 

Exploring SKP financial auditor  Organisation 

31 July  Evaluation I: working team for 
vegetable women 

Strengthening the agenda of field 
research 

Advocacy 

2 July  Monitoring B 16 M trial  Documentation and 
accompaniment for the defendants 

Litigation 

2 July  Meeting with INSIST in 
Jogyakarta 

Training preparation for the 
investigation on Wamena and 
training on preparation of work 
programme 

Network 

5 July  Visit to the defendants of 16 M 
case at LP Abepura 

Accompaniment for the defendants  Litigation 

7 July  Monitoring B 16 M trial  Documentation on the trial and 
accompaniment for the defendants 

Litigation 

8 July  Meeting with Executive Secretary 
of FOKER LSM Papua 

Exchanging information about 
handling B 16 M case 

Network 

8 July  Meeting with MRP  Requesting MRP’s attention to the 
fate of victims in B 16 M case 

Advocacy 

9 July  Monitoring B 16 M trial  Documentation and 
accompaniment for the defendants 

Litigation 

10 July  Coordination meeting of 
researchers team for vegetable 
selling women 

Researchers’ team work 
coordination  

Advocacy 

10 July  Meeting with B 16 M advocacy 
team 

Team work coordination  Litigation 
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11 July  Meeting with volunteers  Internal work coordination   Organisation 
11‐18 July  Visit to Caritas Australia  Work coordination with SKP  Network 
July‐
December 

English course in New Zealand  Improving staff’s English language 
proficiency  

Staff’s capacity  
building 

14 August  JPIC animation for Franciscan 
Students 

Socialisation of the spirituality of 
JPIC work to Franciscan Papua 
young friars 

Peace‐building 

15 August   Meeting with B 16 M team  Team work coordination  Advocacy 
16 August  Lecture at STT Walter Post  Socialisation of the idea Building 

Papua Land of Peace among 
theology students 

Peace‐building 

17 August  Meeting with B 16 M team  Team work coordination  Advocacy 
21 August  Discussion with Chris Sidoti 

(ISHR)  
Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Network 

22 August  Lecture at STT Walter Post  Socialisation of the idea Building 
Papua Land of Peace among 
students of theology 

Peace‐building 

23 August  Internal meeting   Internal coordination  Organisation 
24 August  Meeting with Atma Jaya audit 

team in Jogyakarta 
Strengthening of office financial 
management through external 
audit system 

Financial 
administration 

24‐28 August  Monitoring on SPP Conference  Organising women grassroots 
groups in Papua 

Network 

25 August  Meeting with B 16 M team  Team work coordination  Litigation 
28‐31 August  Investigation of Borders in 

Oksibil 
Collecting data on the community 
situation due to conflict at the 
border 

Investigation  

29 August  Meeting with B 16 M team and 
Papua Chief of Regional Police 

Clarification of criminal report by 
the prosecutor against B 16 M team 
of lawyers 

Litigation 

2 September  Meeting with B 16 M team  Team work coordination  Advocacy 
3‐14 
September  

Meeting with KKP KWI and 
workshop on IMPARSIAL in 
Jakarta 

Socialisation of information about 
human rights in Papua and input 
on the development of national 
legislation in military field 

Network 

5‐10 
September 

Visit of the Secretary of JPIC OFM 
& MSC Australia to Jayapura 

Understanding human rights field 
condition and strengthening work 
relation 

Network 

7‐9 
September 

Visit of the Secretary of JPIC OFM 
Australia  to Wamena 

Understanding the field situation 
of Papuan community  

Peace‐building 

8 September  Preparation of International Peace 
Day with PBI 

Campaign and socialisation of 
Papua Land of Peace 

Peace‐building 

11 September  Meeting with UNIPA  Strengthening the programme of 
agriculture accompaniment and 
food sustainability in Kwiyawage, 
Jayawijaya 

Advocacy 

11 September  Meeting with Human Rights 
Watch 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Socialisation of 
information 

12 September  Meeting with B 16 M team  Team work coordination  Advocacy 
13 September  Preparation of International Peace 

Day with PBI 
Socialisation and campaign of 
peace by using special days 

Peace‐building 

13 September  Monitoring B 16 M trial  Documentation of trial and 
accompaniment for the defendants 

Litigation 

14 September  Preparation of International Peace  Socialisation and campaign of  Peace‐building 
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Day with PBI  peace 
14 September  Meeting with volunteers in the 

advocacy for vegetable‐selling 
women 

Evaluation on research 
development and planning for 
organising the women 

Advocacy 

15 September   Monitoring B 16 M trial  Documentation on trial and 
accompaniment for the defendants 

Litigation 

15 September  Preparation of International Peace 
Day with PBI 

Socialisation and campaign of 
peace 

Peace‐building 

18 September  Meeting with PGGP  Discussing the investigation report 
on B 16 M case 

Advocacy 

18 September  Guest from Japanese Embassy  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Network 

19 September  Meeting with B 16 M team of 
lawyers 

Team work coordination  Litigation 

20‐23 
September 

Synod of the Diocese of Jayapura  Contribution of thoughts and 
analysis of the condition in Papua 
in the process of formulating 
fundamental policies of the Diocese 
of Jayapura 

Organisation, 
Information 

20 September  Monitoring B 16 M trial  Documentation of trial and 
accompaniment for the defendants 

Litigation 

20 September  Meeting with ICRC  Requesting ICRC’s support to the 
defendants and convicted of B 16 
M case, 7 defendants of Mile 62‐63 
case at Polri Headquarters and 7 
political prisoners from Wamena at 
LP Makassar  

Advocacy, Network 

21 September  Commemorating International 
Peace Day 

Peace campaign  Peace‐building 

24 September  Meeting with the vegetable‐
selling women 

Organising the vegetable‐selling 
women 

Advocacy  

25‐28 
September 

Workshop of FOKER journalistic  Training for interns  Staff’s capacity  
building 

25 September  Guests from COHRE Australia 
and Australian Financial Review 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Network 

27 September  Meeting with donor and regional 
administration of Papua Province 

Discussion to match perception on 
the programme and the needs of 
Papua community among donor 
agencies, Papua provincial 
administration and civil 
institutions  

Network 

28 September  Meeting with PBI  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Network 

28 September  Meeting with the Governor of 
Papua: B 16 M case 

Reporting the investigation on B 16 
M case 

Lobby 

29 September  PGGP’s report to Komda HAM  Reporting the investigation on B 16 
M case 

Lobby 

30 September  Guests from AMAN  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Peace‐building 

2 October  Guests from Cairos‐Kanada, 
KOMPAS 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Network 

2 October   Meeting with SKP  Routine internal meeting  Organisation 
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3 October  Guests from CIFOR  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Network 

4 October  JPIC animation for teenagers  To commemorate St. Francis of 
Assisi’s Day 

Peace‐building 

4‐7 October  Lobby on B 16 M case in Jakarta  Advocacy on national level  Lobby 
5 October  Meeting with Komnas HAM and 

diplomatic briefing 
Reporting the allegation of gross 
human rights violation in B 16 M 
case 

Lobby 

6 October  Meeting with NGO network in 
Jakarta 

Network consolidation of NGOs in 
Jakarta for the advocacy on B 16 M 
case 

Network 

6 October  Audience with PERADI Jakarta  Reporting the violation of 
professional code of conduct 
committed by several lawyers in 
the legal process of 15 defendants 
of B 16 M case 

Advocacy 

9 October  Guests from CMC Netherlands  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Network 

10 October  Guests from US Embassy  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Socialisation, Lobby 

11 October  Video advocacy meeting  Planning the making of video 
vegetable‐selling women 

Video Advocacy 

12 October  Lecture at STFT  Socialisation of the idea of Papua 
Land of Peace to STFT students 

Peace‐building 

13‐14 October  SKP’s recollection  Evaluation on internal staff  Organisation 
15 October  Meeting with vegetable women  Organising and accompaniment for 

the vegetable‐selling women 
Advocacy  

17‐21 October  Shooting  Video making of vegetable‐selling 
women  

Video advocacy 

18 October  Meeting with PGGP and PT 
Freeport 

Discussion regarding the 
operational development of PT 
Freeport 

Network 

20 October  Book launching of Rev. Hermann 
Saud biography at STT GKI 

Exchanging information and to 
build network 

Network 

21 October  Meeting with B 16 M team  Team work coordination  Advocacy 
26‐28 October  Training of financial 

administration 
Re‐arrangement of the new 
financial management 

Staff’s capacity  
building 

30 October  Meeting with Religious Leaders  Socialisation of information  Network 
31 October  Preparation of health 

investigation  training in Wamena 
Training the volunteers for 
investigation  

Investigation  

31 October  Meeting with Consillium  Evaluation  Organisation 
31 October  Meeting with vegetable women 

advocacy team 
Team work coordination  Advocacy  

1‐6 
November 

Training of investigation on 
health care system in Wamena 

Training the volunteered field 
researchers 

Investigation  

2‐4 
November 

Interview  Video making of Papua Vegetable‐
Selling Women  

Video advocacy 

7‐20 
November 

Research on health care system in 
Wamena 

Basic material for advocacy on 
community’s rights to health n 
Jayawijaya (Economic, Social, 
Cultural rights)  

Investigation  

10‐13 
November 

Guests from inter‐faith team from 
Asia 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 

Network, Peace‐
building 
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Papua and PTD concept and to 
build a network 

10‐11 
November 

Facilitator for human rights 
training, volunteers for HRW 
informants 

Preparation of investigation  on 
Papua human rights situation in 
the past 5 years  

Network 

11 November  Preparation meeting for the day 
of anti‐violence against women 

Team work coordination on the 
campaign of Anti‐Violence Against 
Women Day, 25 November 

Advocacy 

12 November  Meeting with vegetable‐selling 
women 

Organising the women  Advocacy 

12 November  Meeting guests from inter‐faith 
Asia and PDP 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Network, Peace‐
building 

13 November  Meeting guests from inter‐faith 
Asia and PGGP 

Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Network, Peace‐
building 

15 November  Internal meeting  Internal coordination  Organisation 
17 November  Meeting with preparation of 

HATKP 
Team work coordination on the 
campaign of anti violence against 
women 

Advocacy 

21 November  PMKRI congress  Socialisation of human rights 
condition in Papua  

Information  

23 November  Guests from DAP  Discussion on Papua’s actual 
situation 

Network 

23 November  Preparation meeting of the day of 
anti‐violence against women 

Team work coordination on the 
campaign of Anti Violence Against 
Women Day 

Advocacy 

24 November  Guests from UEM Germany  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Network 

25 November  Workshop/Seminar of the day of 
anti‐violence against women 

Launching of investigation result 
on the case and public campaign 

Advocacy 

27‐29 
November 

Meeting Forum Asia in Bangkok  Exchanging information regarding 
the situation of human rights in 
Papua and to build network 

Lobby, Network 

29 November  Meeting with LP3AP  Draft preparation of Provincial 
Regulation on Protection of 
Women & Children 

Network 

30 Nov – 3 
December 

Meeting with SKP, WITNESS and 
Tandabaca in Jogyakarta 

Supervision & preparation of 
editing the video of Vegetable‐
Selling Women 

Video advocacy 

8 December  Visit to PBI  Invitation to housewarming of a 
new office 

Network 

11‐14 
December 

Workshop on health care system 
in Wamena 

To bring up the issue of health in 
Jayawijaya as a human rights issue 

Advocacy 

17‐21 
December 

SKP annual internal evaluation 
meeting 

Evaluation on work and 
programme formulation 

Organisation 

22 December  Celebrating Christmas together 
with vegetable women 

Organising grassroots 
accompaniment 

Advocacy 

30 December  Celebrating Christmas together in 
the diocese 

To increase togetherness among the 
diocese staff 

Organisation 

 
 
Notes: 
Apart from the activities listed in the table above, there were programmes that were 
conducted on a routine basis in 2006, such as: 
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1. Preparation of Papua Actual Series; 
2. Visitation to prisoners for the case of March 16 clash (B 16 M) both in Papua 

Regional Police Prison and in Abepura Correctional Institution; 
3. Field investigation on the condition of Papuan Vegetable-Selling Women; 
4. Shooting the scenes for advocacy video entitled Papuan Vegetable-Selling 

Women; 
5. Discussion with various students groups in Jayapura. 
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